Abstract. Projective connections first appeared in Cartan's papers in the 1920's. Since then they have resurfaced periodically in, for example, integrable systems and perhaps most recently in the context of so called projectively equivariant quantisation. We recall the notion of projective connection and describe its relation with the algebra of densities on a manifold. In particular, we construct a Laplace-type operator on functions using a Thomas projective connection and a symmetric contravariant tensor of rank 2 ('upper metric').
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the geometry of differential operators on a manifold and their relation with projective connections. The notion of projective connection is an old one, first appearing in Cartan's papers of the 1920s and then in various modified forms throughout the 20th century. They have surfaced periodically in mathematical physics, in particular in integrable systems and more recently in projectively equivariant quantisation. This paper establishes that the algebra of densities introduced in [1] and projective connections on a given manifold are fundamentally linked. We recall the notion of a projective connection; in fact there are two distinct but related notions which will be detailed here. We define the manifold M (cf.M in [1] ) for which the algebra of densities V(M) may be interpreted as a subalgebra of the algebra of smooth functions C ∞ ( M). Having defined Thomas' manifold M (see [2] ), we explicitly construct a diffeomorphism F : M → M. By means of this, we show that a projective connection on M gives rise canonically to a linear connection on M. Then we consider a manifold equipped with a Thomas projective connection and a symmetric contravariant tensor field of rank 2 (which may be viewed as an 'upper metric', though it need not be non-degenerate). From these data, we construct an upper connection (contravariant derivative) on the bundle of volume forms and an invariant Laplace-type operator acting on functions, a 'projective Laplacian'. This leads to some results regarding differential operators and brackets on the algebra V(M) when M is equipped with a projective connection.
PROJECTIVE CONNECTIONS: A RECOLLECTION
Here we present a natural definition of projective connection and give the correspondence to the Thomas-Weyl-Veblen definition of projective equivalence classes. Most of this account may be extracted, with a little work, from [3] . Recall that a map φ : R n → R n is said to be projective or fractional linear if it is of the form
With this in mind, we make the following natural definition. Definition. A projective connection on a vector bundle E → M is an Ehresmann connection such that the associated parallel transport induces a projective map between fibres. This intuitive definition is a reformulation, in modern language, of Cartan's idea as proposed in his seminal paper [4] . In the special case of the tangent bundle T M → M, projective connections are closely related to the following notion. Definition. Two torsion free linear connections on T M → M are said to be projectively equivalent if any of the following hold.
1. ∇ ∼∇ if they define the same geodesics up to reparametrisation.
This would not be a well defined notion had these conditions not been equivalent. Details of the proof of (1)⇔(2) can be found in [3] ; a brute force calculation yields (2)⇔(3). Before relating these two notions, we must rephrase the former analytically.
Recall that an Ehresmann connection in a fibre bundle π : E → M is a distribution H of horizontal linear subspaces of T E such that T E = H ⊕ ker π * . By horizontal curves we will mean integral curves of H . We express H as the kernel of a collection of 1-forms on E. In terms of local coordinates x i on the base and ξ a on the fibres, these forms may be written (after a careful choice of coordinates) in the form Ψ a = dξ a + f a i dx i for some functions f a i on M. These functions together constitute a local connection 1-form on M. The condition that a curve σ be horizontal is then simply that Ψ a (σ ′ ) = 0 for each a, or explicitly in terms of
In this context, we require that the parallel translation defines a projective map between fibres. This is equivalent to requiring that locally, the horizontal curves are projective flows on the typical fibre, that is, of the form
with the aforementioned non-degeneracy condition on the coefficients. Differentiating this, we have the equation in fibre coordinates
for some coefficient functions A a , B a b and C b . Comparing this with (1) we come to a description of projective connection in a vector bundle E → M as an Ehresmann connection defined by the annihilating 1-forms
for some functions φ a i , ψ a bi and η bi . Remark. With respect to (linear) transition functions in the vector bundle E, the forms ψ a bi dx i define a connection 1-form for a linear connection in E, while ψ a bi dx i and η bi dx i define 1-forms taking values in sections of E and the dual bundle E * respectively. This will be important in the following section.
In the case of the tangent bundle, there is a distinguished choice of φ
where now ξ i are the fibre coordinates naturally related to the local coordinates x i . Projective connections also have a related notion of geodesics. These are given in this case by the equations
where ω k i =: Γ k i j dx j and ω 0 i =: γ 0 i j dx j . Having established this notion, we may mimic our previous definition and analogously define projective equivalence classes of projective connections.
For arbitrary Ehresmann connections, there is a natural notion of curvature which in this case amounts to a collection of 2-forms: We also consider the Ricci tensor R jk , where
Definition. Define the numbers
jki . The notion of normality was introduced by Cartan and derives its utility from the following observations. Let (ω i j , ω 0 j ) define a projective connection in T M.
• Given that the Ricci tensor R i j is symmetric, the projective connection is normal if and only if ω 0 j = 2 n−1 R jk dx k .
• Given any linear connection ω i j in the tangent bundle, there is another with symmetric Ricci tensor with the same geodesics up to reparametrisation.
• If (ω i j , ω 0 j ), (ω i j ,ω 0 j ) are two normal projective connections in the tangent bundle whose associated linear connections ω i j andω i j are projectively equivalent, then (ω i j , ω 0 j ) and (ω i j ,ω 0 j ) are projectively equivalent. Proofs of these facts may be be found in [3] . Given these, we have a one-to-one correspondence between projective equivalence classes of linear connections and projective equivalence classes of projective connections on any given manifold M. All of the notions discussed throughout this paper also make sense on supermanifolds.
Bearing these relations in mind, we will adopt from now on the (classical) terminology and call a projective equivalence class of linear connections on a manifold a Thomas projective connection.
RELATIONS WITH DENSITIES
Definition. A density of weight λ is a formal expression of the form φ = φ (x)(Dx) λ defined in local coordinates, Dx being the associated local volume form and λ ∈ R. There is a natural notion of multiplication for densities given by
The algebra of densities denoted V(M), is the algebra of finite formal sums ∑ λ φ λ (x)(Dx) λ of densities with the multiplication defined previously (see [1] ).
A λ -density may equally be thought of as a 'function' φ (x) which under a change of coordinates, picks up the modulus of the Jacobian of the transformation to the λ -th power as a factor. Having defined densities, it is natural to define a linear operator on V(M), namely the weight operator w. This is defined as having each λ -density as a λ -eigenvector, that is w(φ (x)(Dx) λ ) = λ φ (x)(Dx) λ .
Let dim M = n. We now define two (n + 1)-dimensional manifolds M and M which are fibre bundles over M and significant with respect to the algebra of densities and projective connections respectively. M : Densities as functions. A density ∑ φ λ (Dx) λ may be interpreted as a function on the manifold M defined in some sense as the 'strictly positive half' of the determinant bundle (see below). Denoting the fibre coordinate by t(> 0), the algebra of densities is the subalgebra of C ∞ ( M) consisting of functions of the form ∑ φ λ t λ . M : Thomas projective connections as linear connections. In [5] , T. Y. Thomas details the construction of a manifold M from a given manifold M such that any projective equivalence class Π k i j on M gives rise canonically to linear connection coefficientsΓ k i j on M. From the viewpoint of the previous section, each projective equivalence class of projective connections gives rise to a linear connection on M.
